
The Nsenga Bible Translation office has been very busy the past few months. Our draft of Maliko was
read by Nsenga reviewers throughout Eastern Province, and now those comments are being integrated
into the draft before consultant checking. (We still hope to have Maliko in print as a booklet soon.)

The translators then started on the
Epistles, which they complain are “much
harder.” So after much careful study,
drafting, editing, more study, discussion,
more editing, and a week of intensive
checking in the office with three “outside
experts,” Agalatiya, Aifeso, and Afilipo are
now ready to go out to our review teams
as well. (We are also working on the
short OT book of Lute as time allows.)

Book Verses DaysMat 1071 131Mark 678 84Luke 1151 140John 879 129Acts 1007 124Rom 433 801 Co 437 642 Co 257 38Gal 149 27Eph 155 28Php 104 19Col 95 181 Th 89 142 Th 47 81 Tm 113 142 Tm 83 11Titus 46 7Phil 25 4Heb 303 56Jas 107 141 Pet 105 162 Pet 61 91 Jn 105 162 Jn 13 13 Jn 14 1Jude 25 4Rev 404 49Total 7956 1100

This chart shows the number of working days an ideal translation project
will spend on each book of the New Testament. Each book is assigned a
“difficulty rating,” and a corresponding number of versesperday that a
translator is estimated to approximately be able to complete.

Notice that some of these days (drafting) involve only one translator per
book, while some of the work (jointchecking) must be done by all three
translators simultaneously, meaning essentially that three “translatordays”
are spent for each day of “work.” This also doesn’t include the time that the
translation advisor (Chris) spends doing exegetical checking on each verse,
time spent doing “village checking,” or the delays inevitable in any project –
especially one in Africa!

Nevertheless, it is interesting to see an approximate picture of the work we
have ahead of us. Thank you for your prayers and support during the looong
term work of bringing the Bible into a new language!



Pastor Davison
Mutentami, the
Chairman of the
Lutheran Church of
Central Africa, is
involved with his
own mothertongue
translation project.
He is working to
produce a study
Bible in the Tonga
language. Here he is
receiving a copy of
the Lutheran Study
Bible for reference
on his project. Pray for Pr Mutentami, and all who
are involved in mothertongue translation projects
in Zambia and around the world!

To switch to an electronic version of our newsletter, change your address, or be removed from our mailing list, contact Sharon Vega at LBT, PO Box2050, Aurora IL 605072050 or svega@lbt.org, or call (800) 5324253.

After three long months in the US, Janine
and Sean returned safely to Zambia on 05
November. Their trip was a huge blessing –
Janine got to be with her mom through
surgery, recovery, an emergency
hospitalization, and the start of
chemotherapy. Sean got to reconnect with
his friends during the first quarter of school
at Bethlehem Lutheran (his school for first,
third, and now part of fifth grade) as well
as attend a YMCA soccer camp, enjoy the
Ohio Renaissance Faire, and go trickor
treating. Chris, however, is very happy to
see them return home to Zambia!

While a teacher in the US, Chris wrote a series of
devotions for the faculty of his school. With all the
“extra time” he had while the family was away, he
reworked those devotions for public consumption
and selfpublished them. You can check out his book
at https://www.createspace.com/3988381. Any
proceeds from the sale of Be What God Has Made You
will be used for the work of Bible Translation.

What a difference a little blot of ink can make.
The word “eŵinuka” means “he looked up” – as in Mark

8:24 “He looked up and said, ‘I see people…’”
But the word “ewinuka” – without the little ‘hat’ on top of

the w – means “he smiled like an emptyminded person.”
[The “w” is pronounced like English. The “ŵ” is

pronounced with lips flattened instead of rounded, like a
“v” with both lips, instead of lips + teeth.]

“For verily I say unto you, Till heaven and earth pass, one jot or
one tittle shall in no wise pass from the law, till all be fulfilled.”
(Mt 5:18, KJV)
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